
Chinese	and	Western	Combinations	
Scorpio	(Boar)	Month		

Combination	with	Buffalo	Year:				

 

"Form" Mars, Water, Fixed          
 
"Survivor" Yin-Negative Water 
 
Characteristics: Vindictiveness, Intransigence, 
Revenge, Diligence, Innovation, Tenderness, 
Suspicion, Bigotry, Discipline, Stability, 
Standoffishness, Eloquence, Plodding, Bias, 
Sadism, Fanaticism, Inspiration, Sovereignty, 
Strength of Purpose, Magnetism, Dedication, 
Stubbornness, Mercilessness, Integrity 
 
 

 

The Scorpio side of things in this combination brings a rather different dynamic. They 
will surprise people and attract people to them. They are a bit on the thorny side, 
however. They are probably the most agile bulldozer known to man. The Scorpio-
Buffalo is sharp; very sharp. They are a bit on the wacky side as well. To all external 
appearances this combination is plain and ordinary. While it is true that they tend to do 
things somewhat slowly, they are very careful and detail oriented in what they do. 
They have an ability to sense the moves of others as well as a fine intuitive mind. 
These qualities help them get what they want and that happens to be to have a very 
high degree of success with the salary to match. They do not mind being merciless in 
attaining this goal. If one looks carefully at the Scorpio-Buffalo, the superiority that 
they feel will be evident. But it requires a very close look to spot. The combination of 
the slow but straight ahead Buffalo with the unpredictable Scorpio results in a person 
who is the second cousin to a bulldozer at the Indy 500. The determination that the 
Scorpio-Buffalo has is aided by the fact that they are slick.  
 
Romance: Here is some of the drama invented by this combination: crying, breaking 
up, arguing, every other conceivable show of emotions. Clearly being the spouse of 
someone like this is, to put it mildly, challenging. Maybe the passion and the 
attractiveness are worth it for some. This combination is also a bit of a vagabond in 
the romance department too. The nutty side of the Scorpio-Buffalo shows up in 
personal relationships. Actually nutty is putting it kindly. This combination is quite 
crazy in that regard. For starters, they want an attractive piece of clay for a partner; 
someone they can mold and show off. They have no interest in a mate with brains. 
Besides being attractive, they want someone they can have frequent personal 
problems with; big personal problems. 
   
Relationships: Poor choices for this combination in compatibility include Gemini, 
Taurus, Leo and Aquarius-Rams. Also not worth checking are Taurus and Gemini-
Dragons. Not in the ballpark are Taurus-Monkeys, Gemini-Horses or Aquarius-Tigers. 



Good places to look for romance are with Cancer, Virgo, Capricorn and Pisces-Rats. 
Roosters are also fines choices especial if they are Cancer, Capricorn or Pisces. 
Cancer, Virgo or Capricorn-Snakes are additional choices.  
 
Family Life: There must, if possible, be servants who take care of the grounds and 
the children. A stable boy and butler are essential. This crew is needed because the 
Scorpio-Buffalo is jet setting around being impressive and making money. The far out 
meets the homebody is what this combination brings to its character. Of course there 
is Mother Earth and this means living in the country. There is nature and the sun and 
moon. There is home. Somewhere there must be the outrageous and it might come 
with the home itself; perhaps it’s a mansion on a hill or a huge old farmhouse. It is 
luxurious.   
 
Likelihood: This combination can lead people and move people emotionally or 
politically. So, appearing before an audience is what it was destined to do. Acting on 
stage or the movies is possible, but then teachers and comedians move people too. 
They are good at moving others from behind the scenes as well, so directors, writers 
or mass communication are all open possibilities. The issue in the case of this 
combination is which of the high-powered professions it is capable of it will choose. 
They are performers and movers, not to mention shakers. It is here that their genius 
shows the most.  
 
Famous Scorpio/Buffalo: Andre Malaraux, Robert Kennedy, Vivien Leigh, Richard 
Burton, Jonathan Winters, Johnny Carson. 


